
Homework 3: Functions 1

Dylan Schwilk

Due date: February 6, 2023

Instructions

Send me an email containing an .R �le with the functions de�ned. At the end of the .R script, write

a short set of statements that give example uses of the functions (in other words, the tests that

demonstrate they work!). Work out the math for both functions before you start coding.

Function lineParams()

Write a function that takes two cartesian points and returns the slope and intercept of the line

drawn through them. Use the following comment header documentation as a guide. Your function

must follow the speci�ed documentation below.

## lineParams(p1, p2): Given the (x, y) coordinates of two points, finds the

## slope and intercept of the line connecting the points

## Arguments:

## p1: 2-element vector containing x, y coordinates for point 1.

## p2: 2-element vector containing x, y coordinates for point 2.

## Returns a list containing two named elements:

## slope = slope of the resulting line

## intercept = Y-intercept of the resulting line

Function decomposeTime

Write a function that decomposes a single integer value in seconds into days + hours + minutes

+ residual seconds. Decide how the function should return the values. I have not supplied a

complete comment header for this function; you must create your own that documents the function's

arguments and return value. HINT: review the modulo operator (%%) and integer division operator

(%/%). For this exercise, you can assume the argument is a scalar value and is positive but you

might consider what your function does if called with an argument vector of length > 1 or with

negative values.

Here is a function documentation in the "comment header" style we are using in this course.

## decomposeTime(x): decomposes a single integer value in seconds into days +

## hours + minutes + residual seconds

## Arguments:

## x = a numeric vector representing time in seconds.

## Returns:

1



## [Document your return type here]
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